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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

When  searching  for  a  target  object  presented  in  a context  of  other,  irrelevant  objects,  the  dissimilarity
between  target  and  surrounding  context  elements  as  well  as  the  similarity  between  context  elements
themselves  affect  search  efficiency.  The  present  functional  imaging  study  explored  the  cortical  mech-
anisms  involved  in  processing  the same  target  when  surrounded  by  context  arrangements  of  varying
eywords:
unctional imaging
isual attention
exture segmentation
ontext homogeneity
isual search

homogeneity.  Results  showed  that  brain  activity  increased  in  the  precuneus,  cingulate  gyrus,  and  the
middle  temporal  gyrus  as  context  homogeneity  and  local  feature  contrast  increased.  Contexts  with  low
homogeneity  and  local  feature  contrast,  compared  to  contexts  with  high  homogeneity  and  local  feature
contrast,  increasingly  involved  areas  near  the  corpus  callosum  and  the  medial  frontal  gyrus.  The  results
support  the  assumption  that  contextual  grouping  and  local  target  detection  both  contribute  to  perform
the  visual  search  task.
he efficiency of searching for a specific, relevant target object
mong other, irrelevant objects depends to a large extent on the
hysical distinctiveness of the target from the irrelevant context
lements. The more distinct the relevant target is from the context,
he faster will the observer detect it [23]. The physical charac-
eristics of the context elements themselves also matter: More
omogeneous context elements make the target stand out from the
ackground. Duncan and Humphreys [8] first emphasized the role
f context elements in target detection. According to their atten-
ional engagement theory, search efficiency is influenced by the
imilarity between target and context elements and the similar-
ty among the context elements [8].  The similarity between target
nd context elements decreases search efficiency because context
lements may, as they overlap with the target features, receive
imilar attentional “weights” as the target. The similarity of con-
ext elements, on the other hand, increases search efficiency as
imilar context elements can be grouped and then rejected faster
s respective non-target elements. Several studies have shown
hat detecting the same target in various contexts depends on the

arget-context distinctiveness and on the similarity among the con-
ext elements [8,20].
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The present study investigated the effects of context homogene-
ity on target-context segmentation by using functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). In visual areas, segmentation may result
from the integration of horizontal communication across neurons
or from feedback projection from higher-order brain regions. In
these regions, segmentation could result from neurons with larger
receptive fields via the integration of information from lower-
order areas. Higher-order region involvement in segmentation was
expected because of relatively late modulations (>200 ms)  previ-
ously observed in the EEG [20]. Further support was  provided by
Hayakawa and colleagues [11], who  combined functional MRI  and
MEG  to investigate the neural bases of target-context segmen-
tation in an orientation singleton search task. Neuronal activity
around the calcarine sulcus (CaS) was observed, which consisted
of two subsequent peaks with the later peak (215 ms) consid-
ered to reflect target-context segmentation. This second activation
peak was observed in roughly the same time window as posterior
N2 effects in an ERP experiment by Schubö et al. [20] that were
assumed to mirror efficient distractor rejection.

Functional imaging studies on target-context segmentation fur-
thermore provided evidence for higher-order extrastriate visual
area involvement [e.g., 2,3,13,15,16,22]. Kastner and colleagues
[13] identified correlates of texture segregation in areas V4 and TEO
but not in V1 (see also [19,22]). Hopf and coworkers [12] found
a significantly smaller BOLD response for salient pop-outs com-

pared to non-salient stimuli in V1 but not in higher-order visual
areas, but only when the stimuli were attended. Leonards and col-
leagues [17] investigated the cortical networks involved in simple,
parallel vs. complex, serial visual search and observed activity in
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ig. 1. Example arrays of homogeneous contexts (H, upper left), heterogeneous 

eterogeneous random contexts (R, lower right).

xtrastriate regions when participants performed pop-out search.
arsson and coworkers [16] used orientation adaptation as a tool
o localize populations of neurons selective for orientation con-
rasts. They found that orientation-selective response adaptation
as significantly stronger in extrastriate visual areas than in area
1 and concluded that stimulus orientation contrast was  extracted
y additional processing after V1. Finally, Altmann and colleagues
2] found that neurons in the LOC encoded context information, but
nly when target-context segmentation was rather difficult.

To date, there has been no attempt to investigate the neural
orrelates of varying context homogeneity during target-context
egmentation; an issue the present study sought to address. Partic-
pants were asked to detect target objects in surrounding contexts
hat consisted of the same type of elements but were arranged to
roduce contexts of various heterogeneity. Context elements could
onsist of the same type of elements only (i.e., either vertical or
orizontal lines, varied between trials) forming a homogeneous
ontext (Fig. 1, upper left) or they could consist of both types of
lements (both vertical and horizontal lines presented simultane-
usly) that were either spatially grouped (forming a heterogeneous
et grouped context; Fig. 1, upper right) or alternating (forming a
eterogeneous context with a regular pattern; Fig. 1, lower left)

r intermixed randomly in the display (forming a heterogeneous
ontext with a random element arrangement; Fig. 1, lower right).
ince the classification of line elements remained the same for all
our contexts (oblique lines were always targets, and vertical and
ed contexts (G, upper right), heterogeneous pattern contexts (P, lower left), and

horizontal lines always context elements), neither target identifi-
cation nor the target-distractor similarity relation differed among
these conditions. However, different grouping processes may have
occurred and affected search efficiency. Increasing context hetero-
geneity decreases distractor similarity and thereby may  reduce the
possibility of similarity-based context grouping. Thus one would
expect the difficulty of target detection in target-present trials and
that of distractor rejection in target-absent trials to increase as
background homogeneity decreases. Physiologically, this could be
reflected in increased involvement of higher-order brain regions
in more heterogeneous contexts. Second, an increase in context
heterogeneity also increases the heterogeneity at the target loca-
tion, i.e., the local feature contrast. As high local feature contrast
is known to attract the observer’s attention spontaneously [9,21],
higher local feature contrast may  support fast and spontaneous
target detection. Thus, the difficulty of target detection should
increase as local feature contrast decreases, which might be cor-
related with corresponding changes in brain regions involved in
selection or spatial attention. Former fMRI studies have not sys-
tematically investigated the effects of global context homogeneity
and local feature contrast on target detection. The present study
aimed to investigate their respective contributions to the observed

brain activity.

Twelve paid volunteers (mean age 22.7 years) participated in
the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
reported to have no history of neurological problems. Participants
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erformed a 30-min pretest outside the scanner to familiarize
hemselves with the task. The experimental protocol was  designed
nd implemented in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
ll participants gave written informed consent.

A 3 T Siemens Allegra head MR  scanner equipped with a gradient
trength of 40 mT/m and ultrafast slew rate of 400 T/m/s was  used
o acquire both high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images
nd T2*-weighted echo planar images (EPI) sensitive to blood oxy-
enation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast during the experiment.
he stimuli were projected by a JVC DLA-G20 digital projector on

 translucent screen mounted inside the scanner gantry and could
e seen by subjects through a set of mirrors mounted on the head
oil. The distance from the screen to the participants’ eyes was
bout 60 cm and the radius of the screen was 34 cm.  A response
ox was placed in the participants’ dominant hand so that they
ould respond comfortably with their index and middle fingers.

Stimulus arrays contained 110 black lines (1◦ of visual angle in
ength and approximately 0.05◦ in width) arranged on an imagi-
ary matrix consisting of 10 columns × 11 rows of evenly spaced
ells. Stimuli were shown in black on a light-gray background. The
ontext consisted of vertical and horizontal line elements that were
istributed differently in the four context conditions (Fig. 1). Homo-
eneous contexts (denoted with “H”) consisted of either horizontal
ines or vertical lines only, presented with equal probabilities across
rials. Heterogeneous contexts consisted of both horizontal and ver-
ical lines, arranged either separately in the two visual hemifields
grouped contexts; “G”) or alternating across the visual field (pat-
ern contexts; “P”) or randomly arranged (without any constraints,
andomly assigned to each element position; “R”) across the visual
eld (random contexts). In target-present trials, a single oblique

ine element tilted 45◦ to the left (the target) was presented at the
iddle horizontal line of the matrix 3.9◦ to the left or right from

he centre of the screen. A mask, presented immediately after the
earch array, was  constructed by superimposing horizontal, verti-
al, left- and right-tilted line elements at each matrix cell.

Each trial started with the presentation of a central fixation cross
hat remained on the screen for 300 ms  followed by the search array
resented for 100 ms  and subsequently masked. After 600 ms,  the
ask disappeared and the fixation cross of the next trial was pre-

ented. Participants were asked to press the right response key
f they had detected a target and the left key if they had not.
arget-absent and target-present trials were presented with equal
robability. Participants were asked to respond as accurate and as
ast as possible. Each block consisted of 32 trials, and one comple-

ent of all four context conditions formed one experimental cycle.
etween blocks, an 18-s rest period was given (720 s total). In each
ycle, the four context conditions were mixed randomly. A scan-
ing session contained ten cycles for each participant (1280 s total).

ndividual trials entered behavioral analysis, and blocks were used
or physiological analysis.

T2*-weighted echo-planar images with 30 transversal slices
ere acquired (interleaved) in each scan (field of view:

92 × 192 mm,  matrix resolution: 64 × 64, TE: 30 ms,  TR: 2 s, flip
ngle: 85◦) in order to cover the largest volume of the cerebrum.
ach of the 30 contiguous slice consisted of 64 × 64 three mm
sotropic voxels. One thousand continuous measurements (time
rames) were acquired for each participant. During functional data
canning, behavioral performance (errors and response times) was
ecorded. After functional scanning, a whole-brain T1-weighted
natomical image, which contained 160 transversal slices with a
oxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm,  was acquired for each subject.

SPM5 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London UK)

as used for functional and anatomical data preprocessing and

or statistical analysis. T2* functional images were first motion-
orrected to the first volume, time-corrected using the middle slice
s a reference, and then co-registered to the T1 anatomical image.
etters 502 (2011) 46– 51

Motion over the course of the scanning session was  typically below
2 mm in either plane, and rotation was below 2◦. Normalization
(using a standard EPI template volume based on the MNI  reference
brain; [7]) and spatial smoothing (with an isotropic 6 mm FWHM
Gaussian kernel) were performed afterwards. Voxels that were
activated during the experimental conditions were identified by
statistically testing BOLD signal levels against a model constructed
by convolving box-car function with a canonical hemodynamic
function that modeled the accumulated responses produced by
trials in each block of every condition. High-pass filtering removed
participant-specific low-frequency drifts in signal, and global
changes in activity were removed by using proportional scaling.
Linear contrasts between the different regressors representing
the experimental conditions allowed determination of activated
areas by creating a spatially distributed map  of the t statistic.
Comparisons were performed between the four context conditions
in order to create statistical maps of each contrast for each subject.
With subjects as the random factor, the contrast maps were further
analyzed for each comparison separately in order to determine
the regions of activation. The significance level was  set at p < .001
(uncorrected) and the extent threshold was set at a cluster size of
k > 10.

Percentage of correct responses and response times (RT) were
registered for target-present and -absent trials and the four con-
text heterogeneity conditions. Trials with RTs shorter than 200 ms
and longer than 800 ms  were excluded from RT analysis. Repeated-
measures ANOVAs were conducted separately for (correct) RTs and
percentage of correct responses on the factors TRIAL TYPE (target-
present vs. target-absent) and CONTEXT (homogeneous vs. grouped
vs. pattern vs. random).

The percentage of correct responses was higher in target-
absent (91.5 ± 2.2%) than in target-present trials (84.6 ± 2.7%), F(1,
11) = 11.97, p < .01, �2

p = 0.5. The omnibus ANOVA showed no over-
all difference for context heterogeneity (p > .15), but repeated
contrasts revealed a significant decrease in performance between
pattern (87.7 ± 2.9%) and random contexts (85.8 ± 3.1%), F(1,
11) = 5.36, p < .05, �2

p = 0.33 (homogeneous: 88.8 ± 1.9%; grouped:
90.0 ± 1.7%).

Response times differed for homogeneous (408 ± 13.7 ms),
grouped (411 ± 12.3 ms), pattern (433 ± 12.1 ms) and random con-
texts (431 ± 14.0 ms), F(3, 33) = 28.33, p < .001, �2

p = 0.72. Repeated
contrasts revealed that there was  a significant response time
increase between grouped and pattern contexts (21.7 ms), F(1,
11) = 34.41, p < .001, �2

p = 0.76, and between grouped and ran-
dom contexts (19.3 ms), F(1, 11) = 26.95, p < .001, �2

p = 0.71, other
comparisons p > .3. Responses were overall slightly faster in target-
absent (417 ± 14.5 ms)  than in target-present trials (425 ± 12.1 ms),
but this effect differed among the four context conditions, as
indicated by a significant TRIAL TYPE × CONTEXT interaction, F(3,
33) = 8.77, p < .005, �2

p = 0.44. Post hoc t-tests revealed faster target-
absent RT compared to target-present RT in homogeneous contexts
(�20.4 ± 6.4 ms), t(11) = 3.20, p < .01, and in grouped contexts
(�16.5 ± 5.8 ms), t(11) = 2.85, p < .05, but not in pattern and random
contexts (p > .3).

Bi-directional contrasts were first set up between homogeneous
and grouped contexts, but this comparison did not reveal clusters
that were differentially activated either way  (H > G and H < G). The
comparison between pattern and random contexts likewise did
not reveal significant differences (both P > R and P < R). Thus, fur-
ther tests were set up to directly compare these pairs; HG > PR, and
HG < PR.

As shown in Fig. 2A (cluster 1), the cingulate gyrus in the right
hemisphere showed clearly higher activity in H and G contexts than

in P and R contexts (t(11) = 7.33, p < .001, MNI  2, −32, 30; k = 79; con-
trast estimate [CE] = .258). The cingulate gyrus has been shown to be
involved in attentional target processing [24], which fits well with a
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Fig. 2. (A) Statistical maps of the probability that areas were significantly more activated by homogeneous and grouped contexts than by pattern and random contexts. (B)
The  same for significantly higher activation induced by pattern and random contexts than by homogeneous and grouped contexts. Color intensity as shown on the legend
represents the value of the t statistic.
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acilitation of attentional deployment when context elements can
e grouped and rejected efficiently. Smaller clusters of increased
ctivity were located in the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) in the
eft hemisphere (cluster 2: BA 39; t(11) = 4.68, p < .001, MNI  −52,
72, 8; k = 13; CE = .347), and in the precuneus in the right hemi-

phere (cluster 3: BA 7; t(11) = 5.65, p < .001, MNI  8, −72, 58; k = 33;
E = .378), an area associated with general attentional processing
nd the encoding of spatial locations [5,10].

As shown in Fig. 2B, P and R contexts elicited higher activity
n the medial frontal gyrus (MFG) than H and G contexts (clus-
er 2: t(11) = 4.96, p < .001, MNI  −12, 38, 24; k = 21; CE = .176). The

FG  has been associated with the specification of the target tem-
late [1],  which may  have been more demanding in the pattern
nd random contexts. Increased activity in P and R contexts was
lso observed in four clusters in and nearby the corpus callo-
um and extra-nuclear areas: t(11) = 5.69, p < .001, MNI  −22, 26,
; k = 20; CE = .205; cluster 1: t(11) = 5.99, p < .001, MNI −2, 18,
2; k = 133; CE = .305; t(11) = 4.93, p < .001, MNI  4, 2, 22; k = 26;
E = .192; cluster 3: t(11) = 5.49, p < .001, MNI  −10, −16, 26; k = 43;
E = .15. These clusters may  have been involved due to increased

nter-hemispheric communication with irregular contexts.
The present experiment investigated the effect of different con-

ext heterogeneity on the detection of an orientation singleton
arget. Both the global heterogeneity among context elements, and
he local feature contrast around the target location was varied.
t was assumed that both factors could affect search behavior and
ontribute to efficient orientation singleton detection.

Behavioral performance increased as context heterogeneity
ecreased, which was visible in RT and accuracy. A significant
ecrease in RTs was observed for homogeneous and grouped
ontexts compared to pattern and random contexts. This is in accor-
ance with the assumption that local feature contrast results from
he increase in similarity of context elements in the area around
he target. Interestingly, this improvement was observed not only
n target-present but also in target-absent trials. Thus local fea-
ure contrast may  generate both the pop-out phenomenon in target
resent trials and speed performance in target absent trials with-
ut necessarily changing the search mode, as previous work has
learly shown that there is no evidence for serial search in even
ompletely random contexts [20].

The fMRI data showed increased involvement of the cingulate
yrus, the precuneus, and the middle temporal gyrus when con-
ext heterogeneity was lower. Despite the apparent regularity in
he arrangement of elements in the pattern contexts, there was no
ifference between pattern and random contexts, suggesting that
he former were processed similarly to contexts with randomly
rranged elements. Thus the regularity of the arrangement itself
eems to be of minor relevance, and could not be used to segment
he background as efficiently as the homogeneous and grouped
ontexts, which consisted of two element types that were homo-
eneously arranged in large parts of the visual field in a way that
eighboring elements were always identical. The present results
uggested that similarity of elements in texture-like stimuli is one
recondition for successful grouping [19].

Thielscher and colleagues [22] suggested that midlevel visual
reas form a key stage in figure-ground segregation. They assume
hat cells in mid-level areas such as area V4 with larger recep-
ive fields play a central role in the robust identification of texture
oundaries also under noisier background conditions: Texture bor-
ers are primarily detected in mid-level visual areas with LOC

nvolvement; with the LOC reflecting a subsequent processing
tage [2,15].  The present results showed increased activation of

he middle temporal gyrus in the processing of more homoge-
eous contexts, which did not quite match the LOC coordinates

ound in the literature [e.g., 14]. This suggested that in our task
he more advanced stage of processing that is executed in the LOC
etters 502 (2011) 46– 51

was  not necessary, probably due to the relative simplicity of our
stimuli. There is some evidence that the differential activity found
in the present task is related to early stages of object recogni-
tion (i.e., pre-LOC), rather than for instance spatial attention: The
study by Arrington and colleagues [3] showed increased activity in
the superior temporal gyrus for object-based cueing compared to
location-based cueing in a comparatively simple visual search task.

Contexts in which local feature contrast at the target location
was  high furthermore led to a facilitation of attention allocation
towards the target. Conversely, the increased activity elicited by
more heterogeneous contexts in which local feature contrast was
low seemed to indicate that increased inter-hemispheric commu-
nication was  required, as evidenced by the increased involvement
of neurons in the vicinity of the corpus callosum [4,6,18]. This might
have been expected, given the variability between the left and
right visual hemifields in these contexts; in the homogeneous and
grouped contexts, the layout of the stimuli was more predictable (or
identical) on both sides of the visual field. The involvement of the
cluster in the medial frontal gyrus when background contexts were
more heterogeneous might reflect increased demand on processes
associated with maintaining the target template for successful
selection [1]. In more homogeneous contexts target selection may
have been easier because pop-out effects were facilitated. In such
cases, it is not as essential to have a strong target template, since
one can easily find the target by just looking for anything salient.
In the more heterogeneous context, increased effort may thus have
been needed to locate the target.

Homogeneity of the context elements leads to fast similarity
grouping and subsequent rejection as target-absent on target-
absent trials and to singling out the element that does not belong to
the uniform structure in target present trials. Thus context grouping
provides a strong tool for fast and efficient processing of large struc-
tural units. High local feature contrast may  guide attention to the
target location and thereby facilitate the target template matching
process. Duncan and Humphreys [8] considered target-template
matching and element grouping to be distinctive mechanisms. The
present results are compatible with this assumption, as contextual
grouping and target template matching elicited differential activ-
ity in different brain regions; the former tied to the processing of
global shape, and the latter linked to attentional allocation to the
target.
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